
Nursery Newsflash! 
5th February 2021                                           

  

Whatever Next!…… is certainly a phrase Mrs McWilliam uses a lot in Nursery working with me....... and she 

has said it zillions of times this week in Nursery (especially with all the wonderful activities that have been 

happening in school and at home… ). So this galactic week went like this… First we shared the adventures of 

Baby Bear journeying into space through the classic book “Whatever Next”…… Then we drew, designed and 

created rockets and space vehicles. They are simply out of this world; the range of resources used is 

amazing!  We have even been busy creating star biscuits and sandwiches - mmm my favourite, just delicious! 

Wait till you see the shapes of alien footprints we have created too through investigating shapes. On 

Tuesday, we created ice balloons at home and school of varying shapes and sizes just like space rocks and 

craters. On Thursday we observed them closely with magnifiers as they changed and melted- simply 

magical! In between we have been using mathematical language to talk about 2D shapes and have been on 

another hunt inside and out looking for shapes in the environment. You will never guess how many we have 

found! We really enjoyed retelling the story of ‘Whatever Next!’ and flying off in the space rocket to the 

moon… (or our big boxes, wellies and space helmet colanders)… I wonder what will be next??? 

 

Zoom Sessions 

 

Zoom sessions will happen each day for our children 

learning remotely from home. Links and times are the 

same each day. 

Zoom times- 9.30 am, 11.15am, 1pm and 2.45pm  

There will be challenges set each day too. How exciting! 

Online story book  If you go down to Nursery today… 

                              We are home learners… 

                              Lockdown Challenges 2021- 1 

                              Lockdown Challenges 2021 -2   

                              Lockdown Challenges 2021-3 

                              Lockdown Challenges 2021-4 

 

 

Well done to all our online learners. Thank you for 

creating such wonderful lockdown boxes, with all your 

equipment. It is great to see our children remembering 5 

things for learning, good sitting, ears listening, lips 

closed, eyes looking and brain boxes on. Grown- ups please 

make sure your little ones are up, dressed, ready for 

their exciting sessions. Please can we politely ask that 

children are not eating during the sessions (just as they 

would be at school), as they are so action packed we 

wouldn’t like them to miss anything. Thanks for your 

continued support. 

 

Topic Information 

 

Next week we will be learning about Chinese New 

Year”. All our activities in school and at home will be 

linked to this exciting theme.  We may even be 

creating some beautiful paintings and dancing 

dragons! 

Our weekly activity plans and homework challenges 

will be on the Remote Learning section of the 

website. Please make sure you have a look at them 

to find exciting activities you can do at home. They 

will mirror the learning taking place in Nursery. 

There will be activities to download on the website   

too.                       

                         
Heads up… home learners will need some 

cotton buds for a lovely cChinese activity for 

next week. 

 
THERE ARE NEW ACTIVITY PACKS TO COLLECT 

FROM SCHOOL 

1st Feb –  Whatever Next 

8th Feb-  Chinese Week 

 

Contact us… 

You can email, work, photographs, experiences, questions 

and queries to us 

Nurseryhomelearningselfie@forefieldinfant.sefton.school  

 

 Snack money 

For those children attending school, snack 

money is due please. £6 up until the half term 

holiday. Please pop it into an envelope with your 

child’s name on. Many thanks 

 

 



 

 


